1 Tuesday

7:00  Secrets of the Dead: Scanning The Pyramids
Travel with the scientific team granted unprecedented access by the Egyptian government to solve a 4,500-year-old mystery; what lies within the Great Pyramid at Giza. Using non-invasive technologies, they make a historic discovery.

8:00  Frontline: The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia
A year since the murder of columnist Jamal Khashoggi, an investigation into the Saudi Crown Prince. His vision for the future, his handling of dissent, and his ties to Khashoggi's murder.

10:00  Ray Stevens CabaRay
Nashville: Larry Gatlin and the Gatlin Brothers

10:30  Dugger Mountain Music Hall: Clear Blue Sky

2 Wednesday

7:00  Nature: Octopus: Making Contact
Follow an Alaskan professor as he raises and studies a pet octopus in his home, making remarkable discoveries about its extraordinary intelligence, personality and skills. Octopuses are able to recognize faces and interact with other individuals.

8:00  NOVA: Inside The Megafire
The California wildfires of 2018 took a worrisome trend to a new extreme, claiming scores of lives and over a million acres. Scientists investigate how forestry practices, climate change, and drought may contribute to the rise of deadly megafires.

9:00  Wild Metropolis: Residents
From pythons in Bangkok to otters in Singapore, cities may seem unlikely havens for wildlife, but for animals able to adapt, the urban world is filled with opportunity.

10:00  Bluegrass Underground: Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

3 Thursday

7:00  This Old House Hour
America's favorite home improvement team heads to Westerly, Rhode Island to help homeowners Scott and Shayla Adams convert their 2,000 square foot ranch style home into a Dutch Colonial with 1,000 more feet of space. Kevin and homeowners look at architect renderings and Richard tours the garage and basement.

8:00  Monograph
On this edition of Monograph, meet Paul Cordes Wilm and see his interactive “folk-pop” mural at the Birmingham Museum of Art. Birmingham-based mixed media painter Erin Mitchell uses her work to confront personal vulnerabilities, carve out confidence, and celebrate strength in her experience. And Byron Sonnier is a Louisiana-born self-taught artist whose work reflects and explores aesthetics of the southern landscape.

8:30  Discovering Alabama: Tuscaloosa City
Officially one day older than the State of Alabama, the City of Tuscaloosa developed in an area of natural bounty that supported indigenous tribes, European settlement and a cotton economy that would lead to Civil War. Today it’s a thriving cosmopolitan city. Doug Phillips explores the many ways Tuscaloosa reflects the story of Alabama.

9:00  Spotlight On Agriculture
APT’s quarterly series explores Alabama’s number one industry from field to table.

10:00  Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Bonnie Bishop
Country rock singer-songwriter Bonnie Bishop grew up in Houston, but began writing and performing after moving to Nashville. Her songs have been recorded by the likes of Bonnie Raitt and she won her first Grammy in 2013. Bishop's live performance is captured at the internationally known Fame Studios in Muscle Shoals.

4 Friday

7:00  Washington Week

7:30  Firing Line with Margaret Hoover

8:00  Capitol Journal Week in Review

9:00  Great Performances: Now Hear This: Scarlatti: Man Out of Time
Journey to Spain and Morocco with host Scott Yoo to discover how composer Scarlatti melded aspects of Vivaldi's and Bach's work with music and dance of the region to generate a new sound inspired by the guitar that is still relevant today.

5 Saturday

7:00  Classic Gospel: Best of Buddy Greene
8:00 Keeping Up Appearances: Violet’s Country Cottage
Hyacinth borrows a holiday cottage in the country for the weekend and plans a small barbecue. Small, that is, only by comparison with the planning efforts used by Churchill in the last war.

8:30 As Time Goes By
Lionel and Jean work on getting him a suitable outfit for his impending book launch.

9:05 Doc Martin: The Doctor Is Out
In the season finale, Martin finds himself trapped by Annie Winton, who desperately wants him to try and save her husband, Jim, despite Jim having been recently diagnosed with terminal cancer. Annie insists that there must be something that Martin can do to help. Martin might be able to perform lifesaving surgery, but is it too late for Martin and Louisa to also save their marriage?

10:00 Austin City Limits: Gary Clark, Jr.
Thrill to an hour with fast-rising blues rocker Gary Clark Jr. The Austin singer-songwriter and guitarist performs songs from his highly acclaimed album This Land.

6 SUNDAY

2:30 To Walk Invisible: The Bronte Sisters on Masterpiece
Learn the extraordinary story of how, against all odds, the famous literary trio had their genius for writing romantic novels recognized in a male-dominated 19th-century world.

8:00 Poldark Season 5 On Masterpiece: Episode Two
Demelza and the children become caught in a dangerous web. George pursues the fruits of his new alliance, but his grief has unexpected consequences. Dwight’s expertise on insanity and honorable intentions places him and his friends on shaky ground.

9:00 Press On Masterpiece: Death Knock
Holly, deputy news editor of the Herald, tries to obtain CCTV footage of a fatal hit-and-run after it’s given to a tabloid. Post reporter Ed comes under pressure to run a story against the will of the parents of an athlete who took his own life.

7 MONDAY

7:00 Antiques Roadshow: The Gen X Years
Explore the era between Boomers and Millennials for exciting treasures from the mid-1960s to early 1980s, also known as the Generation X years. Standout appraisals include Matt Groening artwork, Charles Loloma bracelets and Evel Knievel’s leathers.

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode One
Learn social media’s addictive power. Discover NFL protests’ ties to 1968. See how Wall Street women fought harassment, and a python invasion. Andy Borowitz compares politics ads to cigarettes.

9:00 Jim Brickman: A Joyful Christmas
Jim Brickman celebrates the holidays with his signature blend of song and piano, joined by guests including Dick van Dyke, Jane Lynch, Five for Fighting, Russell Watson and Leslie Odom, Jr.

10:30 Rick Steves’ Tasty Europe
8 TUESDAY

7:00 Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr: Hollywood Royalty
Henry Louis Gates, Jr begins a new season of his popular show helping actors Isabella Rossellini, Anjelica Huston and Mia Farrow unearth surprising new revelations about their family histories, taking them generations beyond their famous cinematic forebears.

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Two
Uncover crime evidence pulled from DNA websites. See how drug rules stem from a pill’s side effects. Learn how a screen addiction cure is rooted in the past and why Americans are ambivalent about robots. Andy Borowitz objects to “no news.”

9:00 Frontline: On The President’s Orders
The story of President Duterte’s campaign against drug dealers and addicts in the Philippines. Told with unprecedented and intimate access to both sides of the bloody war - the Manila police and an ordinary family from the slums.

10:00 Ray Stevens Cabaray Nashville: Charlie McCoy and Lori Stegner

10:30 Dugger Mountain Music Hall: 4 in the Fire #1

9 WEDNESDAY

7:00 Nature: The Serengeti Rules
Explore some of the most remote and spectacular places on Earth with a pioneering group of scientists who make surprising discoveries that transform human understanding of nature and ecology. Based on a book of the same name.

8:00 NOVA: Day The Dinosaurs Died
Investigate how an asteroid vanquished the dinosaurs 66 million years ago. Join scientists as they drill into the impact crater and, for the first time, reconstruct the hell on earth that unfolded in the minutes, hours and months after the impact.

9:00 Wild Metropolis: Commuters
In a modern migration, animals travel in and out of cities to find food and shelter or to start a family. See if the secret to success in a fast-changing world is commuting.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Amanda Shires
Road warrior, new mom and recently minted MFA in creative writing, Alabama’s Amanda Shires cuts her own genre blended roots-rock with fierce-sweet violin, soaring vocals and critically acclaimed compositions. Shires was Americana’s 2017 Emerging Artist of the Year.

10:30 Subcarrier: Mountain Man
Based in Vermont, Mountain Man is a women’s trio with a traditional Appalachian folk sound.

10 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour
Work on the Westerly house continues. Mark and Jeff take down the chimney. Scott and Shayla window shop. Jeff and Richard visit a convention to discover new plumbing products, while back at the ranch the exterior walls come down. Jeff will reuse the original rafters for new wall framing.

8:00 Great Performances: Hitman: David Foster and Friends
In celebration of songwriter, producer and maestro to the stars David Foster, some of the biggest names in contemporary music gather for a one-night-only concert. Performers include Andrea Bocelli, Josh Groban, Michael Bublé, Kenny Babyface Edmonds, Boz Scaggs, Kenny G, Peter Cetera, Brian McKnight, Michael Johns, Blake Shelton, Cheryl Lynn, Charice and Katharine McPhee, with a special performance by Celine Dion and long-distance best wishes from Barbra Streisand.

10:00 Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Adam Wakefield
Singer-songwriter Adam Wakefield specializes in country and soul music. He is best known for being one of the final contestants on the U.S. version of The Voice, finishing as the runner-up.

11 FRIDAY

7:00 Washington Week

7:30 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover

8:00 Capitol Journal Week in Review

9:00 Great Performances: Now Hear This: Handel: Italian Style
Discover how Handel’s experience in Italy with fellow composers Vivaldi,
Scarlatti and Corelli influenced his career. Host Scott Yoo traces Handel’s footsteps to understand how he embraced the country’s artistic and cultural traditions.

10:00 Hispanic Heritage Awards
The Hispanic Heritage Awards will honor five to seven individuals or organizations doing outstanding work in a variety of fields to benefit the Hispanic and Latinx community in the United States and abroad. The evening will feature award presentations for each of these honorees, as well as featured musical performances.

12 SATURDAY
7:00 Classic Gospel: Gospel Pioneer Reunion

8:00 Keeping Up Appearances: How to Go On Holiday Without Really Trying
According to Hyacinth, the one thing she cannot stand is snobbery, people trying to pretend they are superior. As she logically concludes, “That only makes it so much harder for those of us who really are.”

8:32 As Time Goes By
A chance meeting with Jean’s sister-in-law Penny leads to a weekend in the country and a tricky situation for Lionel and Jean.

9:05 Doc Martin Season 4: Better The Devil
Martin’s dreams of the future are turned upside down when Louisa returns to Portwenn with big news.

10:00 Austin City Limits: Maggie Rogers
Enjoy an hour-long set from pop singer-songwriter Maggie Rogers. The author of hits “Lights On” and “Alaska” plays songs from her hit album “Heard It in a Past Life.”

13 SUNDAY
2:00 Deep South Cancer Fighters
In Eutaw, Alabama, poverty, few medical resources, and low education levels contribute to cancer health disparities in African American communities. Fear and shame around cancer has compounded the issue. In response, a group of women have joined together to help close the racial disparities gap by providing access to life saving cancer screenings.

2:30 However Long
An intimate portrait of women living with metastatic (stage four) breast cancer, and the unique support group that connects them all.

4:00 Oceans of Pink
Explore the explosive growth of dragon boat racing among breast cancer survivors globally, and the growing participation in the sport among Hispanic women.

5:00 Hitman: David Foster and Friends

7:00 Durrells In Corfu Season 4 On Masterpiece: Episode Three
Louisa meets Spiros’ wife for the first time and invites her to join the family on a trip. However, the journey ends badly when their picnic is eaten by hungry animals.

8:00 Poldark Season 5 On Masterpiece: Episode Three
Ross’ tenacity in helping Ned bears fruit, but at a cost. Demelza wrestles with her conscience after a night working on the Post’s showbiz desk.

9:00 Press On Masterpiece: Pure
Holly helps Leona investigate a lead at a hospital. Ed struggles with his conscience after a night working on the Post’s showbiz desk.

10:02 Doc Martin: Better The Devil

14 MONDAY
7:00 Antiques Roadshow: Junk in the Trunk 9
Discover never-before-seen appraisals from all five Season 23 cities, including 1949 Charles and Ray Eames molded chairs, a Sioux pipe and pipe bag made around 1880, and a 1953 MAD Issue 8 “Frank N. Stein” story. Which is valued at $40,000-$60,000?

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Three
Learn why crime witnesses fail to act. Meet a Naval officer who transformed the military. Psychedelic drugs like LSD
are back in the lab. Follow the voyage of a trash barge that persuaded us to recycle. Andy Borowitz highlights lunar hoaxes.

9:00 Trans-Siberian Orchestra: Ghosts of Christmas Eve
In this fantasy trip through the magic of Christmas, a runaway little girl decides to return to her family after she enters a rundown theater for shelter and encounters an old caretaker there. The caretaker brings the theater to life through musical performances by singers Jewel, Michael Crawford and the Trans-Siberian Orchestra.

10:30 Rick Steves' Festive Europe
Rick Steves captures Europeans doing what they do so expertly - celebrating the good life.

15 TUESDAY

7:00 Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr: Off The Farm
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the humble roots of comedic actors Melissa McCarthy and Eric Stonestreet, retracing the ancestral journeys that laid the groundwork for their success.

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Four
Hear how President Trump is taking on the press with a time-tested strategy. Learn the origins of vaccine fears. Discover the story behind free agency, and a law that was meant to rescue wild horses. Andy Borowitz bemoans the no-apology apology.

9:00 Frontline: Supreme Revenge
Inside the no-holds-barred war for control of the Supreme Court. From Brett Kavanaugh to Robert Bork, an investigation of how a 30-year-old grievance transformed the Court and turned confirmations into bitter, partisan conflicts.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Keb' Mo'
Nashville-based singer/songwriting bluesman and four-time Grammy Award winner Keb' Mo' has been described as "a living link to the seminal Delta blues that traveled up the Mississippi River and across the expanse of America."

10:30 Subcarrier: Le Butcherettes
Garage-psych performance art from Guadalajara, Mexico.

17 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour
At the Westerly house, the crew places a center beam to support the second story. A hole is cut in the original foundation for a basement window. The homeowners look at staircase designs. Kevin visits an engineered lumber factory in Canada. Tommy and Jeff raise the gable.

8:00 Jim Brickman: A Joyful Christmas
Jim Brickman celebrates the holidays with his signature blend of song and piano, joined by guests including Dick van Dyke, Jane Lynch, Five for Fighting, Russell Watson and Leslie Odom, Jr.

9:30 Rick Steves' Tasty Europe
Travel expert and globetrotter Rick Steves eats his merry way through Europe. One delightful taste at a time, he shows how food is a prime ingredient in what defines cultures all across the continent.

10:00 Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Low Cut Connie
Low Cut Connie is an American rock and roll band based in Philadelphia. Formed in 2010, the band has been recognized by various media in the US for their records and high-energy live show.

18 FRIDAY

7:00 Washington Week

7:30 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover

8:00 Capitol Journal Week in Review

9:00 Great Performances: GRAMMY Salute to Music Legends
Enjoy a star-studded awards concert for Recording Academy honorees with performances by George Clinton and Parliament Funkadelic, Johnny Mathis, Dionne Warwick, Garth Brooks, Snoop Dogg, Patti Austin, Sheila E, Sam Moore, Jully Iglesias and more.

19 SATURDAY

7:00 Classic Gospel: A Tribute to George Younce

8:00 Keeping Up Appearances: Richard’s New Hobby

5:30 Anne of Green Gables: Fire & Dew

7:00 Durrells In Corfu Season 4 On Masterpiece: Episode Four
With the house guests getting rowdier, Louisa worries about the villa’s reputation, but Spiros’ increased presence continues to delight her. Margo finds a surprising way to bond with Maud. Gery realizes he has feelings for Galini.

8:00 Poldark Season 5 On Masterpiece: Episode Four
Ross is given hope for the Despards’ return. Demelza helps the community help itself. Dwight gains unexpected patients. Morwenna begins to secretly slip away from the village. A discovery leaves Geoffrey Charles and Cecily in turmoil.

9:00 Press On Masterpiece: Don’t Take My Heart, Don’t Break My Heart
Holly investigates a lead that a powerful business tycoon coerces young women into sleeping with him. As another source comes forward, Amina feels pressured to run the story. Duncan proposes a deal that could make waves in the political world.

10:03 Doc Martin: Uneasy Lies The Head

20 SUNDAY

2:30 Anne of Green Gables

4:00 Anne of Green Gables: The Good Stars

21 MONDAY

7:00 Antiques Roadshow: Virginia Beach, Hour Two
Join ROADSHOW to visit Virginia Beach. Featured finds include a 1964 Cassius Clay twice-signed promotional print, modern Abdullah Qandeel “Red” and “Love” oils, and an early 18th-century Chinese celadon vase. Which is valued at $50,000-$80,000?

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Five
Learn how texting could reduce suicides. See why surrogate parenthood is still being shaped. Climate help may come from the Cold War. Andy Borowitz recalls a flaming river.
9:00 Ted Williams: American Masters
Discover the many sides of baseball great Ted Williams, including his complex relationships with his family, press and fans and his feelings about his Mexican-American background. Features Bob Costas, Wade Boggs, Roger Angell and Joey Votto.

10:00 Major League Cuban Baseball
Explore the experiences of Cubans at the most accomplished levels of America's national pastime - baseball - and discovery their deep cultural and emotional connection to the game.

22 TUESDAY

7:00 Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: Family Reunions
Uncover family mysteries about two legends of hip hop, Sean Combs and LL Cool J, through the use of DNA technology that reveals information that shakes their very foundations.

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Six
Discover the lessons from a 1970s public housing experiment. Understand the roots of newborn testing. Explore head injuries in pro sports. See why too few people, not too many, is a problem. Andy Borowitz takes on Space Force.

9:00 Frontline: Zero Tolerance
Trump turned immigration into a powerful political weapon that fueled division and violence. Inside the effort by three insurgents to tap into populist anger, transform the GOP, and crack down on immigration.

10:00 Ray Stevens CabaRay
Nashville: Leroy Van Dyke

10:30 Dugger Mountain Music Hall: Amanda Cook 2018

23 WEDNESDAY

7:00 Nature: Okavango: River of Dreams: Paradise
See the landscape and wildlife of the Upper Okavango River. A lioness severely injured by a buffalo is left for dead by her pride. Now handicapped, she has to survive in the swamp alone, hunting to feed her little cubs.

8:00 NOVA: Look Who's Driving
After years of anticipation, autonomous vehicles are now being tested on public roads all over the world. Dozens of startups have sprung up alongside established auto and tech giants - who are also testing the waters - to form what many hope will be a transformative new industry. As ambitious innovators are rushing to cash in on what they see as high tech's next pot of gold, some experts warn there are still daunting challenges to overcome... such as how to train computers to make life-and-death decisions as well as humans can. NOVA peers under the hood of the autonomous automotive industry to investigate how exactly driverless cars work, how they may change the way we live, and whether we will ever be able to entrust them with our lives.

9:00 Life from Above: Moving Planet
See new footage of the greatest, most beautiful and powerful movements on our planet. Cameras in space capture events like an elephant family's struggle through drought, and thousands of Shaolin Kung-Fu students performing in perfect synchronicity.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Josh Ritter
Best known for his distinctive Americana style and narrative lyrics, Josh Ritter is two decades into a storied career, constantly changing and challenging the earlier versions of himself. Josh Ritter, it seems, may just be getting started.

10:30 Subcarrier: Ron Gallo
Art punk from Philadelphia.

24 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour
Roof cheeks are pre-assembled and raised. Then the crew stands up the second floor walls. New apprentices arrive as part of the Gen Next program. Tom shows them how to cut roof rafter. Richard works with an engineer who is designing a septic system.

8:00 Spotlight On Education (October 2019)
Don Dailey hosts APT's quarterly program following education news in Alabama. Stories this month include a report on the state of schools.

9:00  Journey to Jobs
PBS Newshour’s Hari Sreenivasan will take viewers across the country, highlighting individuals and organizations who are connecting job seekers to employment at each stop. The broadcast will tell the story of how communities are providing support, advice, and intervention services to youth, veterans, and adults in career transition. Hear directly from job seekers and the newly employed, business and nonprofit leaders, as well as program staff, volunteers and mentors as they work to create pathways to high-demand skilled careers.

10:00  Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Shannon Lawson/Jon Nicholson-El Camino
Shannon Lawson and Jon Nicholson of El Camino play a variety of music from dance party to Mexican folk. They perform at the world renowned Fame studios for Muscle Shoals to Music Row.

26 SATURDAY

7:00  Classic Gospel: Bradley Walker: Blessed

8:00  Keeping Up Appearances: The Art Exhibition
Hyacinth and Richard have been invited to a showing at an art gallery, and she hones up by reading books on art. Her polish stands to be stripped, however, when her father sneaks into the exhibit and begins mingling with the art lovers.

8:32  As Time Goes By
Lionel has “first night nerves” over his first signing session at a book shop.

9:05  Doc Martin Season 4: Perish Together As Fools
Louisa has had a medical scare and wants Martin’s reassurance that everything is fine. P.C. Penhale, still officially the world’s worst policeman, has an unexpected visitor - his older brother Sam - whom Martin diagnoses with an unusual illness.

5:00  Pollyanna
After the death of her father, Pollyanna moves in with her embittered aunt. Soon, she charms everyone in the village she now calls home - except her cold-hearted aunt who refuses to see the brighter side of life.

7:00  Durrells In Corfu Season 4 On Masterpiece: Episode Five
The residents of Corfu are excited at the prospect of a visit from the king of Greece, and the Durrells are keen to join the welcoming committee. Leslie leads a scout troop. Louisa and Spiros grow closer. Love may also be in the air for Margo.

8:00  Poldark Season 5 On Masterpiece: Episode Five
Ross returns to London with the Despards and Enyses. Morwenna tackles the grief of being parted from her son. Geoffrey Charles’ intent to marry Cecily lands them both in trouble. George conspires once again against his old enemy.

9:00  Press On Masterpiece: Magic
Amina feels defeated in the wake of a scandal and suffers a personal crisis. Duncan is shocked when the Post is banned from Downing Street’s daily press conferences. Ed learns not to underestimate Holly’s commitment to

27 SUNDAY

4:00  2019 Challenger Exhibition Game
The Little League Challenger Exhibition Game has been part of the Little League Baseball World Series schedule since 2001. The game showcases the opportunities that the Little League Challenger Division provides to more than 30,000 children with physical and intellectual challenges at more than 900 leagues worldwide.

10:00  Songwriting with Soldiers
Songwriting with Soldiers is a unique collaborative of professional artists working with veterans to tell their stories of war and the return home through song. This concert special celebrates music’s power to heal and bring diverse people together.

25 FRIDAY

7:00  Washington Week

7:30  Firing Line with Margaret Hoover

8:00  Capitol Journal Week in Review

9:00  Rothko: American Masters
Explore the life of the celebrated artist whose luminous color field paintings helped define the abstract expressionist movement, which shifted the art world epicenter from Paris to New York. Featuring original scenes with Alfred Molina.

10:00  Austin City Limits: H.E.R.
her work above all else.

10:03 Doc Martin: Perish Together As Fools

28 MONDAY

7:00 Antiques Roadshow: Virginia Beach, Hour Three
Discover Virginia Beach's hidden treasures, such as a 1554 Giorgio Ghisi engraving after Bronzino, a Louis Vuitton steamer trunk, ca. 1890, and a 1962 Mercury Capsule antenna. Can you guess which is the top find of the hour?

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Seven
Understand immigration controversies that echo the past. Learn the truth about a lawsuit over hot coffee. Uncover the origin of special ops. See how risks are measured after Challenger. Andy Borowitz looks at Anita Bryant's unintended influence.

9:00 Mark Twain
Ken Burns takes viewers on a journey through Sam Clemens' early days along the Mississippi River, to the small river town of Hannibal, Missouri. Clemens grows up, stumbling from adventure to adventure until he begins to evolve into Mark Twain, the humorist and writer who would revolutionize the way Americans viewed themselves and their language. (Part 1 of 2)

29 TUESDAY

7:00 Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.: Unfamiliar Kin
Actors Fred Armisen and Christopher Walken and musician Carly Simon each learn about a grandparent whose real identity and background had been a mystery to them - redefining how they see themselves.

8:00 Retro Report On PBS: Episode Eight
Discover how sex ed programs are informed by past failures. Debunk a myth about crime. Uncover the story behind new AIDS hot spots. Learn the legacy of Napster. Andy Borowitz tackles TV bullying.

9:00 Frontline: Target El Paso
How El Paso became Trump's immigration testing ground and then the target of a white supremacist. Through interviews with border patrol agents, militias, local advocates, and migrants, the inside story from the epicenter of the border crisis.

10:00 Ray Stevens CabaRay
Nashville: Jimmy Fortune

10:30 Dugger Mountain Music Hall: Iron Horse
Iron Horse is a Bluegrass band from Killen, Alabama. They are known for performing and recording bluegrass cover versions of rock songs, particularly their bluegrass treatments of heavy metal songs popularized by Metallica.

30 WEDNESDAY

7:00 Nature: Okavango: River of Dreams: Limbo
See the landscape and wildlife of the “Middle River,” the delta of the Okavango River. A hyena and a warthog family share neighboring dens, helping each other by keeping an eye on threatening predators, such as lions and leopards.

8:00 NOVA: Secrets of the Sky Tombs
A team of scientists and explorers probe high altitude caves in the Tibetan Himalayas looking for clues to how humans found their way into this forbidding landscape and adapted their bodies to survive. Along the way they discover evidence of ritual burials, thousands of years old: skeletons, mummies, and evidence of practices designed to ward off ancient vampires and even zombies.

9:00 Life from Above: Colorful Planet
View Earth's kaleidoscope of colors as seen from space. Swirls of turquoise phytoplankton trigger an oceanic feeding frenzy, China turns yellow as millions of flowers bloom, and at night the waters near Argentina are spotted with green lights.

10:00 Bluegrass Underground: Lucero

10:30 Subcarrier: Mdou Moctar
Tuareg nomad guitar rock based out of Niger.

31 THURSDAY

7:00 This Old House Hour
Tommy teaches the new apprentices to frame a deck. Jeff’s crew frames the exterior flair detail. Jenn learns about Westerly granite. Jeff teaches the apprentices to install a window. Richard and Jeff look for a path for the drain stacks.

8:00 Trans-Siberian Orchestra: Ghosts of Christmas Eve
In this fantasy trip through the magic of Christmas, a runaway little girl decides to return to her family after she enters a rundown theater for shelter and encounters an old caretaker there. The caretaker brings the theater to life through musical performances by singers Jewel, Michael Crawford and the Trans-Siberian Orchestra.

9:30 Rick Steves’ Festive Europe
RICK STEVES’ FESTIVE EUROPE captures Europeans doing what they do so expertly - celebrating the good life.

10:00 Muscle Shoals to Music Row: Patrick Sweaney
Blues-rock musician Patrick Sweaney takes the stage at world-renowned FAME Studios for this week’s Muscle Shoals to Music Row.